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Dapper Penguin EMMA VARNAM
Size:
Approx 7cm (3in) tall
You will need: Oddments of 4ply yarn in
Black and Cream
1x 3mm crochet hook
9mm plastic safety eyes with backing
A small amount of white felt
Orange embroidery thread
1 x Tapestry Needle
Fibrefill or stuffing of choice
Abbreviations:
dc=double crochet, R =round,
dc2tog=decrease 2 crochet
stitches together, ch st=chain stitch
Tips:
Work in continuous rounds, do not join or
turn unless otherwise instructed.
When you have completed R20, place a
small circle of cardboard the same size as
the base at the bottom of the penguin and
then start stuffing the body of the penguin
and insert the eyes. This is so much easier
than later when you have very few
stitches.

BIB
Using cream yarn and 3mm hook ch st
5sts. Work 5 rows of double crochet.
HANGING LOOP
Ch st 20.
To Make up:

Using a tapestry needle sew bib to the
front of the body. Use orange
embroidery thread stitch on a
triangular beak just above the white.
Cut two circles of white felt slightly
larger than eyes. Pierce a hole in the
middle of the eyes with sharp scissors
and push eye stems through the hole
before pushing them through the body
of the penguin. Fill the toy with
stuffing.
Attach the chain stitch hanging loop to
the top of the penguin.

BODY
Using black yarn and a 3mm hook make a
magic adjustable ring.
R1: Work 6 dc into the ring and pull to
tighten.
R2: 2 dc into each of dc around (12 sts)
R3: *dc 1, 2dc in next dc * rep 6 times
(18 sts)
R4: *dc 2, 2dc in next dc * rep 6 times
(24 sts)
R5: *dc 3, 2dc in next dc * rep 6 times
(30 sts)
R6: Through back loops only dc 30 sts.
R7 – 18 dc 30 sts.
R19:*dc2tog, dc 3 * rep 6 times (24 sts)
R20:*dc2tog, dc 2* rep 6 times (18 sts)
R21:*dc2tog, dc 1 * rep 6 times (12 sts)
R22: dc2tog rep 6 times (6 sts)
Fasten off leaving 10cm tail. With tapestry
needle weave tail though last 6 sts, pull
tight and close weave in ends.
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